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Abstract
This paper shows that, for any given T-spline, the linear independence of
its blending functions can be determined by computing the nullity of the
T-spline-to-NURBS transform matrix. The paper analyzes the class of Tsplines for which no perpendicular T-node extensions intersect, and shows
that the blending functions for any such T-spline are linearly independent.
Keywords: T-splines, blending functions, linear independence, NURBS,
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1. Introduction
T-splines (Sederberg et al., 2003, 2004) are a free-form geometric shape
technology that solves many of the limitations inherent in the industry standard NURBS representation.
One advantage that T-splines have over NURBS is local refinement. While
NURBS refinement requires the insertion of an entire row of control points,
T-splines allow partial rows of control points that terminate in a special control point called a T-junction. Another advantage is that T-spline models are
watertight, whereas NURBS models are typically comprised of many distinct
patches that do not generally fit together without gaps. In particular, most
trimmed NURBS models have mathematically unavoidable gaps which can
be completely closed using an extension to T-splines (Sederberg et al., 2008).
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T-splines are forward and backward compatible with NURBS surfaces, and
thus integrate well into existing CAD systems.
These capabilities that make T-splines attractive for use in CAD have
also made T-splines desirable for use in isogeometric analysis (Hughes et al.,
2005; Cottrell et al., 2009; Bazilevs et al., 2010). Local refinement is valuable in analysis because it enables much smaller linear systems than would
a similar NURBS solution. Watertightness is valuable because models that
are not watertight often require substantial preprocessing to close the unwanted gaps, and in the process the “isogeometric” principle of using the
identical model for CAD and analysis is violated. NURBS compatibility is
valuable because NURBS is an industry standard CAD representation and
widespread industrial adoption of isogeometric analysis will occur most easily
with technologies that are compatible with existing standards.
A property that has not been studied for T-splines until recently is linear
independence of blending functions. While linear independence is not required (although desirable) for most CAGD applications, it is imperative for
isogeometric analysis. Linear dependencies are never allowed in practice in a
finite element basis, since the equation system is not invertible, and squaring
the system (as is done in a least squares approach) does not remove rank deficiency. While redundancies can be removed and the reduced squared system
formed, this is a risky approach since the condition number is also squared
in the process. Consequently, techniques like this were purged from the FEA
literature 50 years ago. Thus, the analysis community requires bases that
are assured a priori to be linearly independent.
Unfortunately, Buffa et al. (2010) gives an example of a T-spline with
linearly dependent blending functions, raising concerns that T-splines in their
full generality may not be suitable for use in isogeometric analysis. Buffa
et al. (2010) also presents a constructive method for devising a class of Tsplines whose blending functions are linearly independent. However, it is not
obvious how to use the method to check whether a given T-spline control
mesh can be constructed using the method. Also, not all T-splines with
linearly independent blending functions can be obtained in this manner.
This paper identifies a class of T-splines whose blending functions are
guaranteed to be linearly independent. T-splines in this class obey the simple requirement that no two orthogonal T-node extensions (see Section 6)
are allowed to intersect. Like all T-splines, members of this class provide
watertight models, are NURBS compatible, obey the convex hull property,
and are affine invariant — all important properties for isogeometric analysis.
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Furthermore, algorithms have been devised whereby local refinement of such
T-splines is well contained (Scott et al., 2011). Also, under an additional
minor condition, the polynomial blending functions for such T-splines sum
identically to one (Li et al., 2011). For these reasons, T-splines whose T-node
extensions do not intersect are well-suited for isogeometric analysis, and we
will refer to them as analysis-suitable T-splines.
The paper is structured as follows. Pertinent background on T-splines is
reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 discusses how to construct a matrix M that
maps T-spline control points to the control points of an equivalent NURBS
surface. Section 4 proves that M being full rank is a necessary and sufficient
condition for the blending functions of a T-spline to be linearly independent.
Section 5 explains how T-mesh topology influences non-zero elements of M .
This insight is used in Section 6 to prove that any analysis-suitable T-spline
has linearly independent blending functions.
This paper is written specifically in terms of bicubic T-splines, although
the concepts should extend to any degree. T-splines of arbitrary degree are
discussed in (Finnigan, 2008; Bazilevs et al., 2010). The dimension of Tspline spaces is analyzed in (Mourrain, 2010).
2. T-splines
A T-spline is defined in terms of a control grid (or, T-mesh) and global knot
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(b) Underlying NURBS.

Figure 1: Knot index diagrams.

vectors ~s = [s−1 , s0 , s1 , . . . , sc+2 ] and ~t = [t−1 , t0 , t1 , . . . , tr+2 ]. Each control
point Ti corresponds to a unique pair of knots (sj , tk ), and we will refer
to (j, k) as the index coordinates of Ti . Figure 1 illustrates T-spline and
3

NURBS knot index diagrams, in which control points are drawn on their
respective index coordinates. In a T-mesh, control points occupy some, but
not all, (j, k) ∈ Z2 within [1, c] × [1, r], and must lie at corners (1, 1), (c, 1),
(1, r), and (c, r). Each pair of neighboring points on the same horizontal
or vertical line must be connected with an edge (or, line segment) and two
different edges can intersect only at a control point. In ~s and ~t, end condition
knots may have multiplicity 4; all other knots are multiplicity ≤ 3.
The equation of a T-spline surface is
nT
X

T(s, t) =

Ti wi Ti (s, t)

i=1
nT
X

(1)
wi Ti (s, t)

i=1

or, in homogeneous form,
T (s, t) =

nT
X

(wi Ti , wi ) Ti (s, t) =

i=1

nT
X

Ti Ti (s, t)

(2)

i=1

where Ti = (xi , yi , zi ) ∈ R3 are control points, Ti = (wi xi , wi yi , wi zi , wi ) ∈ P3
are homogeneous control points, wi ∈ R are weights, and nT is the number
of control points. The Ti (s, t) in (1) and (2) are blending functions, with
Ti (s, t) = B[~si ](s)B[~ti ](t)

(3)

~si = [sσi0 , sσi1 , sσi2 , sσi3 , sσi4 ] and ~ti = [tτi0 , tτi1 , tτi2 , tτi3 , tτi4 ]

(4)

where

are subsequences of ~s and ~t respectively. B[~si ](s) and B[~ti ](t) are cubic Bspline basis functions. Using the shorthand ŝj = s − sσj and ŝj,k = sσj − sσik ,
i
i


0,
s ≤ sσi0



(ŝ0 )3

,
sσi0 < s ≤ sσi1


ŝ3,0 ŝ2,0 ŝ1,0

2
2

 −(ŝ0 ) ŝ2 + −ŝ3 ŝ1 ŝ0 + −ŝ4 (ŝ1 ) , s 1 < s ≤ s 2
σi
σi
ŝ3,0
ŝ4,1 ŝ3,1 ŝ2,1
(5)
B[~si ](s) = ŝ3,0ŝ0ŝ(ŝ2,03 )ŝ22,1 ŝ2,1ŝ1ŝŝ3,1
(ŝ4 )2 ŝ2
3 ŝ4

2 < s ≤ sσ 3
+
+
,
s

σ
ŝ3,0 ŝ3,1 ŝ3,2
ŝ3,2 ŝ3,1 ŝ4,1
ŝ4,1 ŝ4,2 ŝ3,2
i
i



−(ŝ4 )3

3
,
s
<
s
≤
s

σi
σi4
ŝ4,1 ŝ4,2 ŝ4,3


0,
sσi4 < s
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The values of ~si and ~ti are determined as follows. The index coordinates
of Ti are (σi2 , τi2 ). Define an sK-point to be any (i, j) ∈ Z2 in a knot index
diagram for which (i, j) contains a control point or a vertical edge, or for
which i 6∈ [1, c]. Then σi1 is the largest integer <σi2 for which (σi1 , k) is an
sK-point, σi0 is the largest integer <σi1 for which (σi0 , k) is an sK-point, σi3
is the smallest integer >σi2 for which (σi3 , k) is an sK-point, and σi4 is the
smallest integer >σi3 for which (σi4 , k) is an sK-point. Likewise, a tK-point is
any (i, j) ∈ Z2 for which (i, j) contains a control point or a horizontal edge,
or for which j 6∈ [1, r], and τi1 is the largest integer <τi2 for which (τi1 , k)
is a tK-point, etc. For the T-mesh in Figure 1.a, ~s5 = [s4 , s8 , s10 , s11 , s12 ],
~t5 = [t−1 , t0 , t1 , t2 , t4 ], ~s9 = [s1 , s4 , s6 , s8 , s10 ], and ~t9 = [t0 , t1 , t3 , t5 , t6 ].
3. T-spline to NURBS conversion
The global knot vectors ~s and ~t can be used in defining a NURBS surface:
c X
r
X

N(s, t) =

wjk Njk Njk (s, t)

j=1 k=1
c X
r
X

(6)
wjk Njk (s, t)

j=1 k=1

where Njk are control points, Njk are basis functions, wjk are weights, and
r and c are the number of rows and columns in the control grid. In homogeneous form,
c X
r
X
Njk Njk (s, t)
(7)
N (s, t) =
j=1 k=1

where Njk is the four-tuple (wjk Njk , wjk ).
Njk (s, t) = Bj (s)Bk (t)

(8)

where Bj (s) and Bk (t) are shorthand for
Bj (s) = B[sj−2 , sj−1 , sj , sj+1 , sj+2 ](s),
Bk (t) = B[tk−2 , tk−1 , tk , tk+1 , tk+2 ](t)

(9)

as defined in (5), and the knots si and ti belong to the global knot vectors.
The index coordinates for Njk are simply (j, k).
5

If N (s, t) and T (s, t) have the same global knot vectors, the Njk can be
uniquely determined such that N (s, t) ≡ T (s, t), and the resulting N (s, t)
is called the underlying NURBS of T (s, t). Figure 1.b shows the knot index
diagram of the underlying NURBS for the T-mesh in Figure 1.a.
Conversion from T-spline to underlying NURBS is best described using
single subscript notation:
nP
X
N (s, t) =
Nl Nl (s, t)
(10)
l=1

where nP is the number of NURBS control points. Each double-subscript
pair (j, k) in (7) can be mapped to a single subscript l in (10). For example,
l = η(j, k) = (k − 1)c + j
defines a row-major ordering.
Each T-spline blending function can be written as a linear combination
of NURBS basis functions:
nP
X
Ti (s, t) =
mj,i Nj (s, t)
(11)
j=1

where the mj,i are discussed in Section 3.1. Substituting (11) into (2),
#
"n
#
"n
nT
nP
P
T
X
X
X
X
T (s, t) =
Tj
mi,j Ni (s, t) =
mi,j Tj Ni (s, t)
(12)
j=1

i=1

i=1

j=1

which is equivalent to the NURBS surface (10) if
Ni =

nT
X

mi,j Tj .

(13)

j=1

This relationship can be written in matrix form:
MT = P

(14)

T

where T = [T1 , T2 , · · · , TnT ] is a column vector of T-spline homogeneous
control points Ti and P = [N1 , N2 , · · · , NnP ]T is a column vector of NURBS
homogeneous control points Ni , and M is an nP × nT matrix with elements
mj,i . We call M the T-spline-to-NURBS transform matrix.
M also expresses how the T-spline blending functions are linear combinations of NURBS basis functions. From (11),
(T1 (s, t), T2 (s, t), · · · , TnT (s, t)) = (N1 (s, t), N2 (s, t), · · · , NnP (s, t)) M (15)
6

3.1. Computing the elements of M
The mj,i elements of M are found by performing knot insertion into the Tspline blending functions (3). This is accomplished by inserting into B[~si ](s)
all knots that are in ~s but not in ~si , and inserting into B[~ti ](t) all knots that
are in ~t but not in ~ti . This yields
B[~si ](s) =

c
X

dji Bj (s)

and B[~ti ](t) =

j=1

where the

dji

r
X

eki Bk (t)

(16)

k=1

and eki result from knot insertion. We will illustrate using

T9 (s, t) = B[s1 , s4 , s6 , s8 , s10 ](s) · B[t0 , t1 , t3 , t5 , t6 ](t)
from the example in Figure 1.a. Into B[~s9 ](s) = B[s1 , s4 , s6 , s8 , s10 ](s) we

B[s 31](s)

B[s 31](s)
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1
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Figure 2: Basis function B[~s9 ](s) before and after refinement.

insert s2 , s3 , s5 , s7 , and s9 and into B[~t9 ](t) = B[t0 , t1 , t3 , t5 , t6 ](t) we insert
t2 , and t4 . The result of insertion into B[~s9 ](s) is illustrated in Figure 2 where
the blending functions are drawn as explicit B-spline curves.
Substituting (16) into (3),
Ti (s, t) =

c X
r
X

dji eki Bj (s)Bk (t).

(17)

j=1 k=1

Substituting (8) into (17) gives
Ti (s, t) =

c X
r
X

dji eki Njk (s, t).

(18)

j=1 k=1

Comparing (18) with (11), we obtain the elements of M :
mη(j,k),i = dji eki .
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(19)

4. Determination of linear independence
nT
P
The expressions wi Ti (s, t)/
wj Tj (s, t) in (1) are called rational blending
j=1

functions, and are determined by the T-mesh topology, knots, and weights.
For a given topology, knots, and weights, the set of all rational blending
functions form a linear space. If the rational blending functions are linearly
independent, they form a basis of the space, whose dimension is nT . For
strictly positive weights wi (assumed in practice), linear independence of
the blending functions is equivalent to linear independence of the rational
blending functions. Thus, the choice of (strictly positive) weights does not
affect linear independence of the rational blending functions.
4.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for linear independence
Theorem 1. The T-spline-to-NURBS transform matrix M for any T-spline
surface is unique. Furthermore, a necessary and sufficient condition for a Tspline’s blending functions to be linearly independent is that M is full rank.
Proof. Referring to (15), since the Nj (s, t) are B-spline basis functions, each
column of M is unique, and so M itself is also unique.
By definition, T-spline blending functions are linearly independent if and
only if there do not exist constants δi , not all zero, such that


T1 (s, t)


..
δ1 T1 (s, t) + · · · + δnT TnT (s, t) = (δ1 , · · · , δnT ) 
 = 0.
.
TnT (s, t)
From (15), this means that linear dependence requires




T1 (s, t)
N1 (s, t)



..
..
T 
(δ1 , · · · , δnT ) 
 = (δ1 , · · · , δnT )M 
 = 0.
.
.
TnT (s, t)
NnP (s, t)
Since {Ni (s, t)} is a basis, the necessary and sufficient condition for linear
dependence of the T-spline blending functions becomes


δ1


(δ1 , · · · , δnT ) M T = M  ...  = 0
δnT
for δi not all zero. But this will only happen if M is not full rank.
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Example. Figure 3 shows a T-mesh that defines a set of linearly dependent
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Figure 3: A linearly dependent T-spline.

blending functions, taken from (Buffa et al., 2010). The numbers on the left
and on the bottom are knots. The matrix M in this case has a size of 56 × 40
and its rank is 39. As shown in (Buffa et al., 2010), the blending functions
T1 , T2 and T3 satisfy a linear relationship: T1 (s, t) = T2 (s, t) + 31 T3 (s, t).
4.2. Column reduction
Recall that the dimension of the null space of a matrix is called its nullity
and that for an nP ×nT matrix M , nP ≥ nT , the Rank-nullity theorem states
that the nullity of M is nT − rank(M ). Thus, linear independence of T-spline
blending functions is equivalent to the nullity of M being zero.
If all elements of row j of M are zero except mji , column i is called
an innocuous column. Column reduction is the operation of removing an
innocuous column from M along with any zero rows that the column removal
may have introduced. Denote by M̃ the matrix that results after performing
all possible column reductions.
Lemma 2. Nullity of an nP × nT matrix with nP ≥ nT is invariant under
column reduction, so M and M̃ have the same nullity.
Proof. Follows from the Rank-nullity theorem.
Corollary 3. If M̃ = ∅, the T-spline’s blending functions are linearly independent for all global knot vectors.
M̃ is usually much smaller than M . For example, for the T-spline in
Figure 1.b, M̃ = ∅. If M̃ 6= ∅, M̃ can determine how knot choices influence the nullity of M . Consider the example in Figure 3 and let ~s =
9

[s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 , s6 , s7 ] and ~t = [t0 , t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 , t6 ]. M is
56 × 40. After column reduction, we obtain a 6 × 3 matrix:

(t2 −t1 )s2
t4 −t1
0
t5 −t1
(t5 −t1 )s4

(t2 −t1 )(s5 −s2 )
(t2 −t1 )(s2 −s1 )
(t4 −t1 )(s6 −s4 )

−t1 )(s6 −s1 )
(t5 −t1 )(s5 −s1 )
(t5 −t1 )(s5 −s1 )
 (t4 −t(t15)(s
t2 −t1
6 −s4 )(s6 −s5 )

0
(t5 −t1 )(s6 −s1 )(s6 −s2 )
t5 −t1
M̃ = 
t6 −t4
s2

0

t6 −t2
s4

(t6 −t4 )(s6 −s4 )
s5 −s2
s2 −s1

(t6 −t2 )(s6 −s1 )
s5 −s1
s5 −s1
(t6 −t4 )(s6 −s4 )(s6 −s5 )
0
1
(t6 −t2 )(s6 −s1 )(s6 −s2 )

initially size











A necessary and sufficient condition for M̃ to have non-zero nullity is for all
of its 3 × 3 minors to vanish, which happens if and only if s2 = s3 = s4 and
t2 = t3 = t4 ; the blending functions of this T-spline are linearly independent
for any other choice of knots.
5. Influence graph
We can visualize column reduction using a directed graph G, drawn on a
knot index diagram, that we call an influence graph. G contains two types
of nodes: T-nodes correspond to T-spline control points, and N-nodes correspond to underlying NURBS control points. Edges in G originate at T-nodes
and terminate at N-nodes and represent the non-zero elements of M : If mij is
non-zero, an edge is drawn from T-node j to N-node i. A T-node and N-node

(a) T-mesh.

(b) Influence graph G.

(c) Fully pruned.

Figure 4: A T-mesh and its influence graph.

that have the same index coordinates are said to correspond to each other,
and every T-node points to its corresponding N-node. Figure 4.b shows the
influence graph G for the T-mesh in Figure 4.a.
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The valence of an N-node is the number of edges that point to it. The
valence of a T-node is the number of edges originating from it. An innocuous
node is any T-node that points to at least one N-node of valence one, and
represents an innocuous column of M . Pruning a graph is the graphical
equivalent of column reduction, and consists of eliminating an innocuous
node, edges originating from it, and any N-nodes that no longer are pointed
to. A graph from which all innocuous nodes have been pruned is said to be
fully pruned. Figure 4.c shows the fully pruned version of Figure 4.b.
A subgraph of G consists of any set of T-nodes, all N-nodes pointed to
by those T-nodes, and all edges connecting those nodes. A V2-subgraph is a
subgraph whose N-nodes all have a valence of at least two. A fully pruned
graph is either empty, or consists of one or more V2-subgraphs. Figure 4.c
shows a V2-subgraph with three T-nodes and six N-nodes.
Theorem 4. If the influence graph for a T-mesh contains no V2-subgraphs,
the T-spline has linearly independent blending functions.
Proof. See Corollary 3, noting that pruning visualizes column reduction.
F(Ti ) is the footprint of Ti : the set of Njk index coordinates pointed
to by Ti . Referring to (16), define F(~si ) = {j|dji 6= 0}, F(~ti ) = {j|eji 6= 0}.
Then, F(Ti ) = F(~si )×F(~ti ) where “×” is the Cartesian-product set operator.
Lemma 5. Each N-node in a V2-subgraph G̃ is contained in the footprints
of at least two T-nodes in G̃.
Proof. Follows directly from the definition of a V2-subgraph.
6. A topological condition for linear independence
This section presents a simple topological constraint that, when imposed
on a T-mesh, assures linear independence of the T-spline’s blending functions. Definition 6 calls any T-spline whose T-mesh satisfies this condition
an analysis-suitable T-spline, for reasons outlined in the introduction. The
constraint is expressed in terms of T-node extensions, which are line segments defined on a knot index diagram. Recall from Section 2 that the index
coordinates of Ti are (σi2 , τi2 ). If line segment (σi2 , τi2 )(σi3 , τi2 ) is not an edge
in the T-mesh, and σi3 ≤ c, then line segment (σi1 , τi2 )(σi4 , τi2 ) is a T-node extension. Similarly, if (σi1 , τi2 )(σi2 , τi2 ) is not a T-mesh edge, and σi1 ≥ 1, then
(σi0 , τi2 )(σi3 , τi2 ) is a T-node extension; if (σi2 , τi1 )(σi2 , τi2 ) is not a T-mesh edge,
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and τi1 ≥ 1, then (σi2 , τi0 )(σi2 , τi3 ) is a T-node extension; and if (σi2 , τi2 )(σi2 , τi3 )
is not a T-mesh edge, and τi3 ≤ r, then (σi2 , τi1 )(σi2 , τi4 ) is a T-node extension.
Figure 5 shows T-nodes of various topological types and their extensions.
A T-junction is a T-node that is connected to three edges and is not on the
T-mesh boundary (such as T2 ) or a T-node that is connected to two parallel
edges (such as T3 ). A T-node that is connected to only two perpendicular
edges and is not on the T-mesh boundary (such as T4 ) is called an L-junction;
T-nodes like T5 with one incident edge are called I-junctions, and T-nodes
with no incident edges, like T6 are called isolated nodes. Since extensions are

T5

T5

T2

T2
T4

T4

T6

T6
T1

T1

T3

T3

(a) T-mesh.

(b) Extensions.

Figure 5: T-mesh and extensions.

closed line segments, a horizontal and vertical extension can intersect either
on the interior of both extensions (as in Figure 6.a) or at the endpoint of one
or both extensions (as in Figure 6.b).
T1
T0

T2

T1

T3

T2

T2

T0

T3

T2

T1

T0

(a) Extensions that cross.

T1
T0

(b) Extensions that touch.

Figure 6: Extensions that intersect.

Definition 6. An analysis-suitable T-mesh is one for which no horizontal
T-node extension intersects a vertical T-node extension. An analysis-suitable
T-spline is one whose T-mesh is analysis-suitable.
L-junctions, I-junctions, and isolated nodes self-violate Definition 6 and
thus are not allowed in an analysis-suitable T-mesh.
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Theorem 7 is the main result of the paper.
Theorem 7. Analysis-suitable T-spline surfaces have linearly independent
blending functions.
Proof. Given a T-mesh that has a V2-subgraph G̃, denote by T the set of
T-nodes in G̃, and by N the set of index coordinates of N-nodes in G̃:
N = ∪Ti ∈T F(Ti ).
N contains at least one N-node (a, b) such that {(c, d) ∈ N | c ≤ a, d ≤ b} =
{(a, b)}. Denote one such point by LL. Denote by L(~si ) the smallest knot
index in F(~si ), and let LLi = (L(~si ), L(~ti )) denote the lower-left corner of
F(Ti ). By Lemma 5, there must exist Ti , Tj ∈ T such that LLi = LLj = LL,
Ti 6= Tj .
Ti has index coordinates (σi2 , τi2 ) and Tj has index coordinates (σj2 , τj2 ).
From Lemma 11, if σi2 = σj2 or τi2 = τj2 , LLi 6= LLj . From Lemma 16, if
LLi = LLj and if σi2 > σj2 and τi2 < τj2 (or, if σi2 < σj2 and τi2 > τj2 ) there
must be intersecting extensions, and from Lemma 17, if LLi = LLj and if
σi2 > σj2 and τi2 > τj2 (or, if σi2 < σj2 and τi2 < τj2 ) there must be intersecting
extensions. Since analysis-suitable T-meshes have no intersecting extensions,
Lemmas 11, 16, and 17 assure that they also have no V2-subgraphs and our
proof follows from Theorem 4.
6.1. Lemmas used in proving Theorem 7
This section presents Lemmas 11, 16, and 17 cited in Theorem 7.
Lemma 8.
1) L(~si ) = σi0 + 2 ≤ σi1 + 1 ≤ σi2 if sσi0 < sσi0 +1
2) L(~si ) = σi0 + 2 = σi1 + 1 ≤ σi2 if sσi0 = sσi0 +1 < sσi0 +2 ; σi1 = σi0 + 1
3) L(~si ) = σi0 + 2 = σi1 + 1 ≤ σi2 if sσi0 = sσi0 +1 = sσi0 +2 ; σi1 = σi0 + 1;
σi2 = σi0 + 2
0
1
2
4) L(~si ) = σi + 3 ≤ σi + 1 ≤ σi if sσi0 = sσi0 +1 < sσi0 +2 ; σi1 ≥ σi0 + 2
5) L(~si ) = σi0 + 3 = σi1 + 2 ≤ σi2 if sσi0 = sσi0 +1 = sσi0 +2 ; σi1 = σi0 + 1;
σi2 ≥ σi0 + 3
0
1
2
6) L(~si ) = σi + 3 = σi + 1 ≤ σi if sσi0 = sσi0 +1 = sσi0 +2 ; σi1 = σi0 + 2
7) L(~si ) = σi0 + 4 = σi1 + 1 ≤ σi2 if sσi0 = sσi0 +1 = sσi0 +2 ; σi1 ≥ σi0 + 3
Proof. This can be verified by performing knot insertion into B[~si ](s).
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Lemma 9. If ~si ,~sj ⊂ ~s, σi1 ≤ σj0 and σi2 ≤ σj1 , then L(~si ) < L(~sj ).
Proof. σi0 < σi1 ≤ σj0 < σj1 and σi1 < σi2 ≤ σj1 < σj2 .
If ~si is Case 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 7 in Lemma 8, L(~si ) ≤ σi1 + 1 ≤ σj0 + 1 <
0
σj + 2 ≤ L(~sj ). If ~si is Case 5, L(~si ) = σi0 + 3 ≤ σi2 ≤ σj1 < σj1 + 1 ≤ L(~sj ).
Corollary 10. If T-nodes Ti and Tj have index coordinates (c, τ ) and (d, τ )
with c < d, then L(~si ) < L(~sj ).
Proof. Since Ti and Tj are on the same horizontal knot line, their knot quintuples ~si = [sσi0 , sσi1 , sσi2 , sσi3 , sσi4 ] and ~sj = [sσj0 , sσj1 , sσj2 , sσj3 , sσj4 ] satisfy the
conditions of Lemma 9.
Lemma 11. Given Ti and Tj , if σi2 = σj2 and τi2 6= τj2 , or if τi2 = τj2 and
σi2 6= σj2 , LLi =
6 LLj .
Proof. This follows directly from Corollary 10 and the definition of LLi .
Recall from Section 2 that the knot vectors in (4) for a T-node Ti ’s
blending function were determined by five sK-points and five tK-points. We
will refer to those nine points as Ti ’s K-points. In Figure 7.a, Ti ’s K-points
are labelled with index coordinates.
The K-points define a 4 × 4 grid of rectangles, [σij , σij+1 ] × [τik , τik+1 ],
j, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, as illustrated in Figure 7.b. The union of the four rectangular
regions adjacent to Ti , [σi1 , σi3 ] × [τi1 , τi3 ], is called the one-neighborhood of
the domain of Ti , and the union of the other 12 rectangles is called the
two-neighborhood of the domain of Ti . The bounding edges are considered
part of the neighborhood. Thus, the boundary between the one- and twoneighborhoods lies in both neighborhoods.
Lemma 12. If a T-mesh has no L-junctions, I-junctions, or isolated nodes,
there is no T-node in the interior of the one-neighborhood of a T-node T,
other than T itself.
Proof. Suppose there exists a T-node P in the interior of the one-neighborhood
of the domain of a T-node T . P cannot be on one of the four edges incident
to T because a T-node on the edges incident to T is a K-node. Thus P
must be in the interior of the four rectangles adjacent to T . Without loss of
generality, we assume that P lies in the interior of the north-east rectangle
adjacent to T . Furthermore, we can assume P is the lowest T-node in this
14
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(a) K-nodes for Ti .
(b) One- and two-neighborhoods for Ti .
Figure 7: K-nodes and neighborhoods.

rectangle (if there are more than one T-node on that t-knot line, we choose
the leftmost of them). Thus there is no edge connecting to P from below
or from the left. Otherwise, the edge will hit the horizontal edge or the
vertical edge incident to T and this will contradict the assumption that the
rectangle is in the one-neighborhood of the domain of T . Thus P must be an
L-junction, I-junction or isolated node, which violates the hypothesis.
To discuss the topology of a T-mesh, we assign a symbol Sij to each point
in a knot index diagram i ∈ [1, . . . , c], j ∈ [1, . . . , r]. The symbols describe
t7
t6
t5
t4
t3
t2
t1

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7

(a) T-mesh.

(b) Symbol array.

Figure 8: A T-mesh and its corresponding symbol array.

topological elements of a T-mesh that has no L-junctions, I-junctions, or
isolated nodes, as shown in Figure 8. The possible symbols are:
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+

Valence four T-node, corner T-node, or boundary T-node
with three incident edges
`, a, ⊥, > T-junction with three incident edges
k
Vertical T-junction with two incident edges
=
Horizontal T-junction with two incident edges
|
Vertical T-mesh edge
−
Horizontal T-mesh edge
·
Does not correspond to a T-node or a T-mesh edge
For example, in Figure 8, S2,6 = ⊥ and S6,4 = k. We will also use the notation
ST or SN to refer to the symbols at a labelled node T or N . For example, in
Figure 7.a, STi = S6,6 .
Lemma 13. Allowable neighboring symbols for T-meshes that have no Ljunctions, I-junctions, or isolated nodes are:
Si,j
+
`
a
⊥
>
k
=
|
−
·

Si+1,j ∈
{+, a, ⊥, >, =, −}
{+, a, ⊥, >, =, −}
{|, ·}
{+, a, ⊥, >, =, −}
{+, a, ⊥, >, =, −}
{|, ·}
{+, a, ⊥, >, =, −}
{`, k, |, ·}
{+, a, ⊥, >, =, −}
{`, k, |, ·}

Si,j+1 ∈
{+, `, a, >, k, |}
{+, `, a, >, k, |}
{+, `, a, >, k, |}
{+, `, a, >, k, |}
{−, ·}
{+, `, a, >, k, |}
{−, ·}
{+, `, a, >, k, |}
{⊥, =, −, ·}
{⊥, =, −, ·}

Si−1,j ∈
{+, `, ⊥, >, =, −}
{|, ·}
{+, `, ⊥, >, =, −}
{+, `, ⊥, >, =, −}
{+, `, ⊥, >, =, −}
{|, ·}
{+, `, ⊥, >, =, −}
{a, k, |, ·}
{+, `, ⊥, >, =, −}
{a, k, |, ·}

Si,j−1 ∈
{+, `, a, ⊥, k, |}
{+, `, a, ⊥, k, |}
{+, `, a, ⊥, k, |}
{−, ·}
{+, `, a, ⊥, k, |}
{+, `, a, ⊥, k, |}
{−, ·}
{+, `, a, ⊥, k, |}
{>, =, −, ·}
{>, =, −, ·}

Proof. These relationships can be verified by considering each pair of neighboring symbols and observing which pairs are topologically possible.
The notation [Si,j , Sk,j ), i < k, denotes either the sequence of symbols
Si,j , . . . , Sk−1,j , or the set of symbols {Si,j , . . . , Sk−1,j }. Likewise, (Si,j , Si,k ),
j < k, can mean either the sequence of symbols Si,j+1 , . . . , Si,k−1 , or the set
of symbols {Si,j+1 , . . . , Si,k−1 }. The meanings will be clear from the context.
For example, in Figure 8.b, [S1,2 , S7,2 ] can mean either +, +, −, +, −, +, +, or
{+, −}; and (S5,2 , S5,6 ] can mean either ⊥, |, `, + or {⊥, |, `, +}.
Corollary 14. Lemmas 12 and 13 lead to the following topological constraints for a T-mesh that has no L-junctions, I-junctions, or isolated nodes.
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a. If Sa,b ∈ {·, −, >, =} and Sa,c is a T-node symbol, b < c, and there are no
T-node symbols in (Sa,b , Sa,c ), then Sa,c ∈ {=, ⊥}.
b. If Sa,c ∈ {·, |, a, k} and Sb,c is a T-node symbol, b > a, and there are no
T-node symbols in (Sa,c , Sb,c ), then Sb,c ∈ {`, k}.
c. If Sa,b ∈ {·, −} and Sa,c is an sK-node symbol, c > b, there is at least one
T-node symbol in (Sa,b , Sa,c ]. For the T-node with the smallest d ∈ (b, c],
Sa,d ∈ {=, ⊥}.
d. If Sa,c ∈ {·, |} and Sb,c is a tK-node symbol, b > a, there is at least one Tnode symbol in (Sa,c , Sb,c ]. For the T-node with the smallest d ∈ (a, b],
Sd,c ∈ {k, `}.
e. If Sa,c is a tK-node symbol and Sb,c ∈ {·, |}, b > a, there is at least one
T-node symbol in [Sa,c , Sb,c ). For the T-node with the largest d ∈ [a, b),
Sd,c ∈ {k, a}.
f. If there are no T-node symbols in (Sa,b , Sa,c ) and Sa,c ∈ {·, −}, c > b, then
Sa,b ∈ {·, −, =, >}.
g. If Sa,b is an sK-node symbol, and Sa,c ∈ {·, −, =, >}, c > b, there is at
least one T-node symbol in [Sa,b , Sa,c ]. For the T-node with the largest
value of d, b ≤ d ≤ c, Sa,d ∈ {=, >}.
h. If a T-node with index coordinates (b, e) has a one-neighborhood rectangle
with corners (a, d) and (c, f ) with a < b < c and d < e < f , then
(Sa,d , Sb,d ), (Sb,d , Sc,d ) ⊂ {·, −, =, >}; (Sa,d , Sa,e ), (Sa,e , Sa,f ) ⊂ {·, |, k, a};
(Sa,f , Sb,f ), (Sb,f , Sc,f ) ⊂ {·, −, =, ⊥}; (Sc,d , Sc,e ), (Sc,e , Sc,f ) ⊂ {·, |, k, `}.
i. If a T-node with index coordinates (b, e) has a one-neighborhood rectangle
with corners (a, d) and (c, f ) with a < b < c and d < e < f , then for
a < ā < b < c̄ < c and d < d¯ < e < f¯ < f ,
(Sā,d¯, Sb,d¯), (Sb,d¯, Sc̄,d¯), (Sā,f¯, Sb,f¯), (Sb,f¯, Sc̄,f¯) ⊂ {·};
(Sā,d¯, Sā,e ), (Sā,e , Sā,f¯), (Sc̄,d¯, Sc̄,e ), (Sc̄,e , Sc̄,f¯) ⊂ {·}.
Proof. These can be confirmed by repeated application of Lemma 13.
Lemma 15. Given a rectangle R in index coordinate space, with corners
(a, b) and (c, d), (a < c and b < d) that satisfies one of these two conditions:
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1. Either (Sa,b , Sc,b ) ⊂ {·, −} or (Sa,d , Sc,d ) ⊂ {·, −}, and
either (Sc,b , Sc,d ) ⊂ {·, |, k, a} or (Sa,b , Sa,d ) ⊂ {·, |, k, `},
2. Either (Sc,b , Sc,d ) ⊂ {·, |} or (Sa,b , Sa,d ) ⊂ {·, |}, and
either (Sa,d , Sc,d ) ⊂ {−, ·, =, >} or (Sa,b , Sc,b ) ⊂ {−, ·, =, ⊥},
if the interior of R contains a T-node, the T-mesh has intersecting extensions.
Proof. L-junctions, I-junctions or isolated T-nodes have intersecting extensions, and are not discussed further. We use the conditions (Sa,d , Sc,d ) ⊂
{·, −} and (Sc,b , Sc,d ) ⊂ {·, |, k, a}. The other conditions have similar proofs.
Denote by T the highest T-node in the interior of R (if there are more
than one T-node on that t-knot line, choose the rightmost of them). The
index coordinates of T are (i, j). Reasoning from Lemma 13, Si,j+1 6= |
because Si,d ∈ {·, −} and there are no T-node symbols in (Si,j , Si,d ). Thus,
Si,j ∈ {=, >}. Since T was chosen to assure that no T-node symbols are in
(Si,j , Sc,j ) and again reasoning from Lemma 13, (Si,j , Sc,j ) = {−} and Sc,j =a.
T and the T-junction at (c, j) have intersecting extensions.

Figure 9: K1 and K2 are K-nodes for T1 and T2 , respectively.

Lemma 16. Given two T-nodes T1 and T2 , if σ12 < σ22 and τ12 > τ22 and if
LL1 = LL2 , there must be intersecting extensions.
Proof. L-junctions, I-junctions, or isolated nodes have self-intersecting extensions, so are not considered further. Referring to Figure 9, we analyze the
four possible cases for the symbol at N and show that extensions intersect
in each case.
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T1=(σ12 , τ12 )

K1=(σ11 , τ12 ) T1=(σ12 , τ12 )

P1
N=(σ12 , τ22 ) T2=(σ22 , τ22 )
P2

P
A=(σ11 , τ22 ) N=(σ12 , τ22 ) T2=(σ22 , τ22 )

(a) Case 1.

(b) Case 2.

T1=(σ12 , τ12 )

K1=(σ11 , τ12 ) T1=(σ12 , τ12 )

N=(σ12 , τ22 ) T2=(σ22 , τ22 )

A=(σ11 , τ22 ) N=(σ12 , τ22 ) T2=(σ22 , τ22 )

P
B=(σ12 , τ21 )

C=(σ11 , τ21 ) B=(σ12 , τ21 )

K2=(σ22 , τ21 )

(c) Case 3.

K2=(σ22 , τ21 )

(d) Case 4.

Figure 10: Four different cases of Figure 9.

Case 1. N is type “·” (see Figure 10(a)). Denote by P1 the lowest T-node
between N and T1 inclusive. From Corollary 14.a, P1 must be of type
“⊥” or “=”. Denote by P2 the leftmost T-node between N and T2
inclusive. From Corollary 14.b, P2 is of type “`” or “k”. By Lemma 9,
τ10 < τ22 and σ20 < σ12 if LL1 = LL2 . Thus the extensions of P1 and P2
intersect at N .
Case 2. N is type “|” (Figure 10(b)). N a K-node of T2 . There can be no
T-node or node of type “|” between N and T2 , else LL2 would lie to the
right of N while LL1 would not. By Lemma 9, if A is a K-node of T2 ,
LL1 6= LL2 ; therefore, SA ∈ {·, −}. From Corollary 14.b, T2 must be a
T-junction of type “`” or “k”. Since K1 is a K-node of T1 , it must be
a T-node or a node of type “|”. (SA , SK1 ] contains at least one T-node
symbol. Denote the lowest one by SP . From Corollary 14, SP ∈ {⊥, =}
and (SA , SP ) ⊂ {·}. The extensions of P and T2 intersect at A.
Case 3. N is type “−” (see Figure 10(c)). Since Case 3 and Case 2 are
symmetric, the extensions of P and T1 intersect at B.
Case 4. N is a T-node (see Figure 10(d)), making N a K-node of T1 and
T2 . Then there is no T-node symbol or “|” in [SA , SN ) ∪ (SN , ST2 );
otherwise LL2 6= LL1 by Lemma 9. There is no T-node symbol or “−”
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in [SB , SN ) ∪ (SN , ST1 ); otherwise LL1 6= LL2 . Since K1 is a K-node
of T1 , it must be a T-node or a node of type “|”. By Corollaries 14.h
and 14.i, SK1 ∈ {⊥, =} and [SC , SA ) ∪ (SA , SK1 ) ⊂ {·}. Similarly, we
can show that SK2 ∈ {`, k} and [SC , SB ) ∪ (SB , SK2 ) ⊂ {·}. Thus the
extensions of K1 and K2 intersect at C.

T1

K1

τ12

I2

I1
K2

N

τ11
T2

τ22

K3

τ21

I3

I4

K4

τ10
σ10

σ21

σ11

σ22

σ12

Figure 11: K1 and K2 are K-nodes for T-node T1 . K3 and K4 are K-nodes for T-node T2 .
I1 is a one-neighborhood rectangle of T1 and I2 , I3 , I4 are two-neighborhood rectangles.

Lemma 17. Given two T-nodes T1 = (σ12 , τ12 ) and T2 = (σ22 , τ22 ), if σ12 > σ22
and τ12 > τ22 and if LL1 = LL2 , there must be intersecting extensions.
Proof. L-junctions, I-junctions, and isolated nodes have self-intersecting extensions so are excluded from further discussion.
Referring to Figure 11, let I(Ik ) denote the interior of Ik . By Lemma 8,
since LL1 = LL2 , σ10 < σ22 and τ10 < τ22 , so T2 ∈ I(I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ I4 ). The six
possible locations for T2 are:
T2 ∈ I(I1 ). By Lemma 12, this is not possible.
T2 ∈ I(I3 ). Since (σ12 , τ10 ) and K2 are K-nodes of T1 , there are no other tKnodes between them. Corollary 14.h requires (SN , SK2 ) ⊂ {·, −, =, >},
so by Lemma 15, if T2 ∈ I(I3 ) there are intersecting extensions.
T2 ∈ I(I2 ). By similar reasoning, this also requires intersecting extensions.
T2 ∈ (SN , SK2 ). Since LL1 = LL2 Lemma 9 requires τ21 > τ10 , so K4 ∈ I(I3 ).
By Corollary 14.e, there is at least one T-node ∈ I(I3 ). By Lemma 15,
there are intersecting extensions.
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Figure 12: Four different cases of Figure 11.

T2 ∈ (SN , SK1 ). By similar reasoning, this also creates intersecting extensions.
T2 ∈ (σ10 , σ11 ] × (τ10 , τ11 ]. From Lemma 9, LL1 = LL2 requires σ10 < σ21 .
Therefore σ10 < σ21 < σ22 ≤ σ11 . Similarly, τ10 < τ21 < τ22 ≤ τ11 . We
analyze four possible cases for the symbol at N .
Case 1: N is type “·” (Figure 12(a)). Lemma 13 and Corollaries 14.c
and 14.h assure K1 is type “⊥” or “=”, and (SN , SK1 ) ⊂ {·}. From
Corollaries 14.d, 14.h and Lemma 13, K2 is of type “`” or “k” and
(SN , SK2 ) ⊂ {·}. The extensions of K1 and K2 intersect at N .
Case 2: N is type “|” (see Figure 12(b)). From Corollaries 14.d, 14.h
and Lemma 13, K2 is of type “`” or “k” and (SN , SK2 ) ⊂ {·}.
By a similar analysis as we did earlier for I3 , the interior of I2
contains no T-node, and thus from Corollary 14.f, SQ ∈ {·, −, =
, >}. For sK-node K3 , from Corollary 14.g, there exists a T-node
symbol on [SK3 , SQ ] and the highest such T-node (call it Q0 ) is
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type “=” or “>”. The extension of Q0 intersects the extension
of K2 , unless there is a T-node symbol in (SQ , SN ). But from
Corollary 14.f, any T-node symbol in (SQ , SN ) is “>” or “=”.
The rightmost such T-node has an extension that intersects that
of K2 .
Case 3: N is type “−” (see Figure 12(c)). Since Cases 2 and 3 are
symmetric, the proofs are also symmetric.
Case 4: N is a T-node. If N is not T2 , there must exist a T-node Q1
between (σ10 , τ11 ) and N ; otherwise, I4 satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 15 which assures that the interior of I4 contains no T-node.
But the proof for Case 2 confirms that the interior of I4 contains a
T-node. Similarly, we can prove that there must exist a T-node Q2
between (σ11 , τ10 ) and N . Corollary 14.f assures that Q1 is of type
“>” or “=”. Similarly, Q2 must be of type “k” or “a”. Choose Q1
and Q2 such that there are no T-node symbols in (SQ1 , SN ) and
(SQ2 , SN ), as illustrated in Figure 12(d). Corollary 14.h assures
that either the extensions of Q1 and Q2 cross at M , or else if
there is a T-node symbol in (SQ1 , SM ), it represents a T-junction
whose extension will cross with Q1 ’s extension, or else if there is
a T-node symbol in (SQ2 , SM ), it represents a T-junction whose
extension intersects that of Q2 .
If N is T2 , by Corollary 14.f, K3 and K4 are T-nodes and thus can
serve as Q1 and Q2 , and we can prove in the same way that there
exist intersecting extensions.

7. Conclusion
This paper presents algebraic and topological methods for analyzing linear
independence of T-spline blending functions. We show that any T-spline
whose T-mesh contains no V2-subgraphs has linearly independent blending
functions for all choices of knots, and that analysis-suitable T-splines always
have linearly independent blending functions because they contain no V2subgraphs. Analysis-suitable T-splines thus provide a solid mathematical
foundation for isogeometric analysis. Future papers will show that analysissuitable T-splines can be locally refined (Scott et al., 2011) and provide a
partition of unity (Li et al., 2011).
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The results in this paper suggest several interesting problems for future
research. The nullity of M can be expressed as a system of rational polynomial equations whose members are minors of the column-reduced M and
whose variables are knots. What is the dimension of the solution set of such
systems of equations? We conjecture that no T-mesh topology exists that
has linearly dependent blending functions for all knots. Are there T-splines
with linearly dependent blending functions that do not have multiple knots?
How can the results of this paper be extended to T-meshes that have extraordinary points?
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